In religion and morality they have the best guides?but in science, 156 Reviews.
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nothing beyond common sense, which, though they may possess it, they cannot always use it, for they have not learned " the trick of answer. Nothing, however, is so essential to them as a knowledge of the sources of fallacy in scientific observation. Now, in reviewing these works and systems of popular delusion, we shall first examine the natural progress of scientific truth, and, secondly, give certain popular tests of scientific accuracy, which may form a " law and testimony" to those who have neither the time, nor inclination, nor " knack," to think out tests for themselves.
A knowledge of the sources of error is the truth-seeker's best safeguard; for error is everywhere, oftentimes concealing the truth utterly, and oftentimes so simulating its qualities, that it is mistaken f?r it.
Before we decide upon the question of [Jan. [Jan.
XI. ERRORS ARISING FROM THE SYSTEM OF DISCIPLESHIP.
There are two classes of society?the leaders and the led; they are necessarily disproportioned in numbers, the led proving by far the majority; this, after all, is less from tlie absence of capacity among the led, than presence of boldness, activity, and industry among the leaders.
Many are leaders, not because they possess higher mental qualifications than their fellows, but because the minds in the circles in which they move are sluggish and inactive, and prefer being thought for to thinking? or, rather, prefer nothing at all.
There is a moral view of this and the following consideration (XII-) which cannot be too forcibly impressed upon the mind; that is, our accountability for opinions on these subjects, if not to a higher power, which we believe, in common justice to our 
